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田村英樹 高野剛浩 (東北工業大学)  
Study on electromagnetic and piezoelectric hybrid actuator system 
*Ryota OKEYA, Keijiro AKIBA, Manabu AOYAGI, Muroran Institute of Technology, 
 Hideki TAMURA, Takehiro TAKANO, Tohoku institute of Technology 
. Abstract － An ordinal force-feedback device mainly employs an electromagnetic motor(EMM), and it is excel-
lent in the expression of a soft feeling. However, it is not easy to express the sense of hardness and roughness. An 
actuator system(AS) using multilayered piezoelectric actuators has a characteristic contrary to AS using EMM. The 
objective of this study is the development of ideal actuator system for a hepatic display. In this paper, a hybrid actu-
ator system combining an EMM with a piezoelectric motor was proposed and examined. As one of results, a rise-
time of revolution can be shortened by assisting with the ultrasonic motor when an EMM drives in this system. 
Key Words: haptics, hybrid, force-feedback, piezoelectric actuator, ultrasonic motor, piezo-clutch 
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 Fig.2 Measurement of revolution speed. 
 


























そ 20％短縮した．モータは立ち上り時に USM のア
シストを受けて，ほぼ USM の特性で立ち上がった． 
 
Fig.6 Transient responses of revolution speed. 
6. まとめ 
 電磁モータと超音波モータを組み合わせたハイブ
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